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1. In paper [1] have been determined the Green functions for the displacements
and temperature produced in the infinite thermoelastic space by the concentrated
forces. These functions have been obtained from wave equations as derived from
the fundamental differential equations of the thermoelasticity by decomposition
of the displacement vector into the potential and lotational parts.

In this paper a more direct method of obtaining the Green functions will be
given starting from the disjoint system of differential equations of the theimoelasti-
city.

The disjoint equations have been derived for the quasi-static problem by V. Ic~
nescu-Cazimir, [2], and later generalized by S. Kaliski, [3], and in another way
by J. S. Podstrigach, [4], and D. Rudiger, [5]. These equations are for the thermo-
elasticity of analogous importance as the Galerkin functions for elastostatics and
elastodynamics. "--

We shall consider successively the Green functions for the dynamic problem
in the cases of concentrated and distributed forces and heat sources.

We proceed in our considerations from the linearized equations of thermo-
elasticity, [5],

(1.1) fiV2 u + (A + [x) grad div « + X = y grad 0 + QU,

(1.2) V2 0 — — (5-7? div H = — — .

The first of the above relations is the equation of motion, in terms of displacements,,
while the second — the generalized heat conduction equation. In these equations u
denotes the displacement vector, X — the vector of body forces, 0 = T — T(J is the
difference between the absolute temperature T and the temperature TQ which de-
scribes the natural state of the body, Q is a function characterizing the intensity
of the heat sources, [x and A are the Lame constants related to the isothermic state,
% — XQIQCC is a coefficient where Ao denotes the heat conductivity coefficient, while Q

is the density, and cc — the specific heat for constant deformation. Further, we
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have rj = yTg/X^ where y = (3A+2,M) at — 3Kat, at is the coefficient of linear thermal
•expansion, and K — the bulk modulus. Moreover, we have denoted Q = W/QC,,,

where W is the quantity of heat created per unit volume and unit time. The functions
u, 0, Xand Q are functions of coordinates and time. The derivatives of these functions
with respect to the time variable will be marked with points.

We introduce four solving functions, vectorial functions cp = (<pi, q>2, 9*3) and
the scalar function y> connecting them with the displacement u and the tempera-
ture 0 by the following relations:

{1.3) 11 = Q<p — grad div (Ap) + y0 grad y>,

(1.4)

where

(1.5) fi =

and wherein we have denoted

•J-Va-ifc a=l,2, c\^
a c

+ / /
D3 = V2 dt, a= , y0 — —•

Introducing (1.3) and (1.4) into (1.1) and (1.2), we arrive at the system of four
disjoint equations

2)99< + - ^ - = 0, / = 1,2,3,

The above equations will be used for determining the Green functions in the
•case of concentrated forces and heat sources acting in an infinite thermoelastic
medium.'

2. Effect of concentrated forces

Let us first examine the effect of the body force X = (X\, 0,0) acting in the
infinite thermoelastic body, along the axis x\. In this case, assuming that no heat
•sources occur, we have q>% — q>$ = 0 and y> = 0.

The system of Eqs. (1.6) and (1.7) reduces to the equation

(2.1) ni(n?Di-»?»idiV2)y1 + - 4 = o.

Let us assume that the body force X\ (x, t) is a harmonic function of the time
variable. Then, substituting it into Eq. (2.1)

Xt = (x, 0 = X\ (*) eM, n (x, t) = <p\ (x, co) etat,
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we reduce Eq. (2.1) to the form

X*
(2.2) (V2 - k\) (V2 - icJD (V2 + T2) 99* = Y ,

Here we used the following notations

to co2 co2

The quantities A:, and /c| are the roots of the biquadratic equation

The roots kc!(a = 1,2, 3, 4) are complex quantities, functions of the parameter co.
A detailed analysis of these roots has been given in [61. In what follows we consider
only the roots ku £ 2 with positive real parts.

Eq. (2.2) will be presented in the operator form

X*
(2.3) D D D \ = ^

where

Dx = V2-k2
a, a = 1 , 2 , JD3

The particular integrals Eq. (2.3) can^be presented in the form

( 2 '4 )

Fr 1*

where the functions F*, (a = 1, 2) satisfy the familiar wave equation

X*
(2.5) D*K = —TT> « = 1 . 2 , 3 .

(?ci

Let now the concentrated force, acting along the axis jq, be applied at the origin
of the coordinate system. Then we have X* = <5 (xi) d (x2) d (x3), and the particular
integral of the Eqs. (2.5) are given in the form of functions:

Inserting (2.6) into (2.4), we obtain the following expression for the function <p\;

1 f c-^R c-*'R k\-k\ _ 1
(2'7) 9l ~ ~&Qc\(k\-kl)R Lk\ + T2 k\ + T2 + (A? + T2) (^ + T2)C ^ J•
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The functions w* and 6* will be determined from (1.3) and (1.4), thus

(2.8) u*{ = Drf - % r* <pi ut^-didzr*?*, u*3 = - dx d3 r**

where
Q* = (1 +o)(V2 - £?)(V2 -kl), r* = a (V2 - q) - (1 +a) eq.

Introducing (2.7) into (2.8) and taking into account the relations

(kl-q){kl + <jZ) = k\qe, a = 1, 2,

(k\ + T2) (k\ + T2) = ff2 [a (T2 + q) + (1 + a) qs],

we arrive, after simple transformations, at the following formulae for the ampli-
tudes of the displacements and the temperature

(2.9)
q\ d1F(R,w),

where
k\-q e-*>R k\-q e^R k\-k\ e M

R
(2.10)

Let us now translate the concentrated force from the origin of the coordinate
system to the point (5). Then the quantities u* and 6* will be the Green functions
for the case where the concentrated force is acting along the axis X\. The formulae
(2.9) remain valid, provided R now denotes the distance between the points (x)
and (?).

In general, if the concentrated force acts along to the axis xj (j= 1, 2, 3), then
the Green functions for the displacements and the temperature are given by the
formulae

1 / c2 e~hR

(2.11) ul® (x, l,co)=~ ^ r \fdj dk E (R, u) - ~ djk —

(2.12) e*(« (x, i,w) = - . q
2 di F(R, co), j , k = 1, 2, 3.

4jrgc tn

(2.13) uf (x, %, t) = Re [eimt u*^ (x, ?, a>)],

The formulae (2.11) and (2.12) coincide with those derived by the author in [7]
by another method.
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Neglecting the coupling of the deformation and temperature fields (e = 0,
7] = 0) i.e., taking into account the relations k\ = q, k\ — — a2, we have

e~iaR — e~trR \ e~irR

)

(2.15) 0*w ( * . $ , « ) - < > , y. A - 1 , 2 , 3 ,

Let us consider the effect of the uniformly distributed force X\ (x, t) —
= Xi (jq, x2) eimt = (5 (x{) d (x2) eimt applied at the origin of the coordinate system
and acting along the axis x\. The problem examined is two-dimensional, inde-
pendent of the variable #3. Thus, in Eqs. (2.2) we should assume p 2 = 6f-{-̂ f.
The formulae (2.4) and (2.5) remain valid, however the functions F* occurring
there will assume the form

V16 tf^*to> ^ ^ ^
where Ko (z) is the modified Bessel function of the third kind, and r =

Substituting (2.16) into (2.8), and bearing in mind that the derivatives with
respect to the variable x% vanish, we obtain ,

(2.17) u] - ~1->KO (itr) - - ~ d l d,E* (n »),

(2.18) , e'—z^bFoinv), y-1,2.

where
1 \k\-q k\-q k\~k\ 1

£0 O'» w) = /c2 _ £2 I — p ~ ~ ^0 (&2 ' ) p — ^0 (^1'') ~2— K<j U'Tr)J,

^0 (T. co) = 2
 2

 2 [Ab fe r) - Ko (kt /•)].
Kl — K2

In general, if the uniformly distributed force is applied at the point (5), and
acts along the axis Xj, then the Green functions for the amplitudes of the displace-
ments and temperature assume the form

1 F c2 1
U) - — 2 b h Eo (r, co) Y KO (itr) djk ,

ZTZQCi L C2 J

(2.19)

(2.20) 0*M = - 2JcZm d,FQ(r, co), y.Ar — 1,2.

If the coupling of the deformation and temperature fields can be neglected (e = 0,
k\ = q, k\ = — a2), then the formulae (2.19) and (2.20) reduce to the relations

(2.21) 4® = - ^ ^ [ds dk (Ko (iar) - Ko (ixr))] - x* Ko (ixr) dlk], -j, k - 1,2,

(2.22)
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3. The effect of heat sources

Let in the infinite thermoelastic medium act the heat source Q (x, t) — Q (x) eiat.
If no body forces occur, then the function cp vanishes, and we have at our disposal
the equation

Qu
xQci

whence we have

(3.2) DiD2f=~

The particular integral of the above equation is

(3.3) f* = 72 TT C-f* — ^2*) •

The functions F*, (a = 1,2), will be determined as the particular integrals of the
equations

(3.4) DaF*^ -^j.

For the concentrated heat source Q* (x) — d (xi) d (xi) d (x3) acting at the origin
of the coordinate system, we obtain

Thus, we have

(3.6) 7

where F(R, co) is determined as in the previous section.
The amplitudes of the displacements and temperature will be found from the

formulae (1.3) and (1.4)

(3.7) « ; = y o ^ V * . 0* = (1 + «)(V2 + O2)y*, y = 1,2,3.

Inserting (3.6) into (3.7), we arrive at the relations

m
(3.8) u*=*--^diF(R,co), j= 1,2,3,

(3.9)

where
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Translating the concentrated unit heat source from the origin of the coordinate
system to the point (%), denoting by R the distance between the points (x) and (!•),
and taking the real parts of the functions, we obtain the following Green functions
for the displacements and the temperature

(3.10) Ulc (x, 5, 0 - — - ^ Re [e1-* dkFR,co)], k = 1,2, 3,

(3.11) 0 {x, \, t) — Re [eimt H {R, »)].

For the elastic medium where the coupling of the deformation and temperature
fields can be neglected, the formulae (3.10) and (3,11), with e = 0, k\ = q, k\ = — a2,
simplify considerably. In this case we have

m f eimi

(3.12) uk (x, t O — T ^

(3.13) 0(*>?,O =

If a uniformly distributed heat source of unit intensity is acting along the straight
line passing through the point (%), and parallel to the axis x3, we obtain

(3.14) y>* = - J \ [Kb (*a '0 - ^o (*i r)],

where r = [(jq — £i)2 + (x2 — h)2]*12- The displacements and the temperature
will be given by the formulae

(3.15) ' UJ (x, ?, 0 = — -r—- Re | / 2- [/sT0 (k2 r) - Ko (/cx r)]\, j = 1,2,

(3.16) 0 ( * , S , O = -

If no coupling between the deformation and temperature fields occurs (e = 0,
k\— q, k\ — — a2), we have

m
(3.16) UJ{X,%, t) = — -—Re

(3-17) 6 (x, %, f) = — — Re {eiat KQ (r
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B. HOBA1JKHM, OYHIOUHH TPHHA flJM HEOrPAHHHEHHOft
II.

Bo BTopofi nacTH pa6oTBi npiiBOflflTca B 3aMKHyroM BHfle $yHKu;HH nepeMemeiraii
paTypw FpitHa flJi« cnynaa BO3fleficTBHa ToieHHwx H roiHefiHtrx cocpeflOToneHHHX CHJI, a
BO3flefiCTBHH TOHe'iHwx H JiHHeliHbix HCTOHHHKOB Tenjia. HcxoflHofi ToiKott npH pemenHH 3Toii
npo6jieivihi 6bMH ipyaKuwi TanepKHHa, o6o6meHHbie Ha TepMoynpyryio cpefly.


